
Rainaway Spouting Franchise for Sale Territories NZ wide

Location:New Zealand

Asking:

$95,000
(full details
provided on
request)

Type:
Franchise New /
Services-Other

Contact:
Keppel Brown
0212487878

nzfranchises.co.nz/117332

Kakapo Business Sales
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: KA2213

Rainaway. Spouting On The Spot! Franchise Territories
Available Across NZ
Established over 20 years ago, Rainaway Spouting on the Spot is New Zealand’s leading continuous
spouting franchise.

They were one of the the first to use a mobile continuous spouting machine in New Zealand and
Rainaway continues to be the experts in the industry.

Rainaway’s customers include home owners, property investors and group builders and Rainaway has
built a reputation on delivering excellent customer service that is backed by their 10 year leak free
warranty.

Rainaway has developed a proven franchise system that provides their franchisees with the
foundations for them to build a profitable continuous spouting business within an exclusive territory.

Most Rainaway franchisees had little or no spouting experience when they joined the network and were
soon able to master the sales and installation side of the business and now run businesses that employ
sales and administration staff and several teams of installers.

Rainaway’s Values

Rainaway’s values include:

- Provide a safe, positive and flexible environment for our franchisees that promotes personal growth.

- Provide a value added service to builders and homeowners alike using quality products and
professional installation practices.

- Exercise honesty, integrity and courtesy in all relations with customers, suppliers and competitors.

- Use our experience throughout your relationship with us to create satisfied customers and friends
along the way.

Business Highlights

Key factors to consider when investing in a Rainaway Spouting on the Spot franchise include:

- Proven business model with a track record of success.

- Our mix of customers provides protection from economic downturns.
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- Full training is provided.

- Ongoing business support services, including a monthly business support call helps you focus on
growing your business and a twice yearly conference.

- Relatively low entry costs into an exclusive Rainaway territory, and

- Ideally suited to a couple wishing to grow a business together.

Is this business right for you?

This is an opportunity to operate your own business supported by the franchisor and the Rainaway
business system with a track record of long-term economic sustainability and success.

Rainaway assists franchisees to get off to a flying start by providing comprehensive initial training in all
aspects of the business and an ongoing support system that enables them to fully develop the
potential of their business minimising risks and maximising potential returns.

Successful applicants will be

- Ambitious with a genuine desire to succeed in your own business.

- Able to follow our system.

- IT literate, and

- Looking to channel personal growth into business growth.

What’s Next?

For more information on becoming a Rainaway franchisee and owning your own business, contact
Keppel Brown today on 021 248 7878.
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